
 

Research > AVANT 
 
Sound art and experimental music arrived to Spain relatively 
late, but over the course of the last three decades they have 
produced names, scenes and works that have managed to 
establish themselves with certain authority on the 
international stage. 
From the most academic electoacoustics to industrial music, 
from radiophonic art to post-no-wave improvisation, AVANT 
has joined together with some of the most important 
performers of experimental music in Spain to retrace some of 
the key moments of the country’s musical avant-garde, 
scarcely documented until now. 
Each AVANT focuses on the work and career of a group 
project from the scene, documented and composed of two 
parts: the first part reconstructs the artist’s context through 
interviews, and the second part retraces the artist’s work 
with musical examples.  

In charge of Roc Jiménez de Cisneros. 
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Roc Jiménez de Cisneros (Barcelona,1975) is a musician and 
composer. Since 1996, he is the core of computer music 
project EVOL, and his work has been released on 
internationally acclaimed record labels. In 2003 he began 
developing a series of electroacoustic pieces entitled 
"Punani", in which he deepens in some of the main aspects 
of his work, namely algorithmic composition, various 
synthesis techniques, spectro-morphology and the musical 
application of fractal geometry and other mathematical 
phenomena. Since 1997, he co-runs the record label and 
artists collective Alku with Anna Maria Ramos, as well as 
imbecil.net, a platform for absurd computing and binary 
obfuscation. He lives and works in Barcelona. 

 

AVANT #2  

Llorenç Barber 

AVANT #2 reviews the artistic career of the Valencian composer Llorenç Barber. 
From the first childhood musical memories to his theories on plurifocal listening, 
the first part of the programme follows the development of his career in 
chronological order, with special emphasis on his city concerts and his work with 
bells. The second part tries to portray the unportrayable through recordings and 
fragments of concerts, performances and naumachias. 

 
01. Biography 

 
Communal music, music for cities, festive music (and music for the bands), with 
popular Baroque traditions reformulated from the subtlest minimalism, the kind 
that does not need to be explicitly minimalist. Music that shuns concert halls, 
simply because it belongs to the cosmos: to the meteors, as he likes to say. There 
is no single way of approaching the extensive, complex work of Llorenç Barber 
(Aielo de Malferit, 1948). Perhaps partly because his work itself demands to be 
tasted, felt, heard and listened to from a thousand different angles and 
perspectives. That is what Barber calls plurifocality. “This peculiar way of 
composing for city spaces crosses the boundaries between ‘serious music’, ars 
sonora, sound installation, environment music and many other sound-music 
manifestations, both institutionalised and emerging” (from Notas sobre la música 
plurifocal de Llorenç Barber, by Rubén López Cano).   
 
Llorenç Barber was one of the first Spanish musicians to attend the 
Internationale Ferienkurse für Neue Musik (International New Music Summer 
Courses) in Darmstadt (Germany), where in 1969 and in the company of Berio, 
Ligeti, Kagel or Stockhausen among many other geniuses, he refined raw ideas 
and accumulated others that would awaken years later over his long career as a 
composer. A succession of nuances and small linked changes that led him to 
practise his personal sound art under different coordinates and formats, jumping 
from phonetic poetry with his Flatus Vocis Trio in the mid eighties to 
electroacoustics (his work with the changing, open group ACTUM in the early 
seventies) or the reductionist iconoclastic post-ZAJ (and post-Fluxus) poetry of his 
Worldly Music Workshop, founded after the deep impact caused in the late 
seventies by the London improvisers scene. And then, of course, along came the 
bells.  
 
The legend of how Pythagoras of Samos discovered by pure chance the 
arithmetical relations between the harmonic intervals tells that the Greek master 
was passing a blacksmith’s forge one morning and became aware of the different 
notes produced by the hammers beating the anvil. Twenty-five centuries later, in 
a boilermaker’s in Madrid, Llorenç Barber came across a piece of metal that 
changed his way of understanding composition for ever, the tempo, the sound 
spectrum and everything that hangs from his plurifocal concerts, as close to the 
music of the spheres as the musical theories of the Pythagorean Brotherhood. “I 
became a different being”, he says. “A being touched by the Holy Spirit”. For 
Barber the bell represented far more than a new instrument to be explored; as 
well as its undeniable richness of timbre it had infinite layers of history, message, 
latent content and, most of all, the possibility of escaping once and for all from 
the confinement of the stage and the academy, which had always made him 
uncomfortable to give shape to a new concept of listening. 
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[Campanario portatrivo. Photography: David Jiménez] 

 

 
[Concert at Toulousse. Photography: Juanjo Egea] 

 

 
[De sol a sol. Photography: Montserrat Palacios. © Llorenç Barber 2005] 

 
 

 
[De sol a sol. Photography: Montserrat Palacios. © Llorenç Barber 2005] 

 

 
And like the rest of his career, Barber’s contribution to campanology and 
plurifocality is broad and varied. From the recitals of delicate harmonics of his 
handmade ‘portable belfry’ to the vast and countless city concerts, where church 
bells, bands, whistles and cannons turn the space into an impossible concert hall 
where listeners can walk around while the piece is being performed. Or those 
sound excesses known as ‘concerts from sun to sun’, sound marathons in a spirit 
akin to Terry Riley’s All-Night Concerts in the sixties or Hermann Nitsch’s rituals 
in his Prinzendorf Castle  in Austria. Or the logical continuation of all of them, 
embodied by the naumachias: mixtures of naval battle and concert where once 
again there is a blend of flashes in the individual and collective subconscious, 
tradition, instinct and this universal Valencian’s peculiar way of conceiving and 
exploiting the environment-sound binomial. 
 
 
 

02. Appendix 
 
“The bell is more complex acoustically than any other vibrating body intended for 
musical purposes, and its manufacture presents a formidable challenge. Its very 
campaniform nature produces an array of frequencies which, if not controlled, 
would prevent any harmonious blending of tone when two or more bells are heard 
simultaneously.”  

(>From Bells and Their Music, Wendell Westcott, 1970) 

 

03. List of sound fragments 
 

Part I 
 
Frederic Chopin, "Ballade no. 1 en G minor, B66 / op. 23" (in The Piano Works. 
Disc 2, Ballades, Scherzos, RCA, 2004)  
György Ligeti, "Musica ricercata: II. Mesto, rigido e cerimoniale" (in Works for 
Piano. Etudes, Musica Ricercata - Pierre-Laurent Aimard, Sony Classics, 1997) 
Karlheinz Stockhausen, Punkte (in Gruppen, Punkte / Eötvös, WDR So Köln, 
BMC, 2006) 
John Cage, from the tv programme "I've Got a Secret", before the performance of 
"Water Walk" (EE.UU, January 1960) 
Concierto ZAJ, sound clip, NO-DO 
Juan Hidalgo, "Tamaran" (in Fluxus Anthology, Recorthings & Zona Archives, 
1989) 
ACTUM, "Velat, Desvelat" (ACTUM, 1980). Cassette 
Cristobal Halffter, "Daliniana - Soft Watches" (in Surrealism in Music, 1992)  
Gavin Bryars, "Jesus' Blood Never Failed Me Yet" (in Jesus' Blood Never Failed 
Me Yet, Obscure, 1975) 
Hugh Davies, "Quintet" (in An Anthology of Noise & Electronic Music. Vol. 2, Sub 
Rosa, 2004) 
Spontaneous Music Ensemble, "Karyobin, pt. 3" (in Karyobin, Chronoscope, 
1993)  
R. Murray Schafer, from the video The Enchanted Forest, 2003 
Taller de Música Mundana, "Concierto para papel, parte 1" (in Concierto para 
papel, Grabaciones Accidentales, 1986) 
Llorenç Barber, "Manjar" (in Linguopharincampanology, Haydes Arts, 1994) 
Llorenç Barber, "Diera Voces" (14 October 2005, Salamanca) 
Llorenç Barber, from the video A Symphony of Bells (23 April 2007, Liverpool. 
Filmed by Markus Soukup, Sam Meech, Tim Brunsden, Steve Clarkson. 
Postproduction by Pixeltrick.co.uk) 
Llorenç Barber, "Naumaquia a cuatro vientos. Una música errática para Puerto 
Vallarta, México" (Vertex, 2001) 
Llorenç Barber, "Cantinela (in Linguopharincampanology", Haydes Arts, 1994) 
Llorenç Barber, "Concierto de Ciudad, Quito, Ecuador" (Vertex, 2002) 
Llorenç Barber, "Cantinela" (in Linguopharincampanology, Haydes Arts, 1994) 
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[Glockenkionzert Kaiserslautern. Photography: Astrid Karger © Llorenç Barber 
2005] 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Part II 
 
00:00:16 "Cantinela""Cantinela""Cantinela""Cantinela" (in Linguopharincampanology, Haydes Arts, 1994) 
00:08:55 Fragment of '"Obice "Obice "Obice "Obice ---- Sonata para agua y flauta (s) (1978)" Sonata para agua y flauta (s) (1978)" Sonata para agua y flauta (s) (1978)" Sonata para agua y flauta (s) (1978)" (in 
Encontre de Compositors I, Institut d'Estudis Baleàrics, 1983)  
00:12:52 Interview - Bells  
00:16:39 Fragment of "Diera Voces""Diera Voces""Diera Voces""Diera Voces" (14 October 2005, Salamanca)  
00:36:11 Flatus Vocis Trio "Sintaxis""Sintaxis""Sintaxis""Sintaxis"    (in Grosso Modo, Xiu Records, 1990) 
00:43:03 Interview - Naumachias 
00:44:18 Fragment of "Naumaquia a cuatro vientos. Una música erratica para "Naumaquia a cuatro vientos. Una música erratica para "Naumaquia a cuatro vientos. Una música erratica para "Naumaquia a cuatro vientos. Una música erratica para 
Puerto Vallarta, México"Puerto Vallarta, México"Puerto Vallarta, México"Puerto Vallarta, México" (Vertex, 2001)  
00:53:21 Fragment of "Concierto de Ciudad, Quito, Ecuador""Concierto de Ciudad, Quito, Ecuador""Concierto de Ciudad, Quito, Ecuador""Concierto de Ciudad, Quito, Ecuador" (Vertex, 2002) 
01:02:39 Taller de Música Mundana, fragment of "Concierto para papel, parte 2" Concierto para papel, parte 2" Concierto para papel, parte 2" Concierto para papel, parte 2" 
(in Concierto para papel, Grabaciones Accidentales, 1986) 
 
Note: the tracks on this compilation come from recordings released on various 
formats. The differences in sound quality and feel were preserved for the sake of 
historical value. 
 

 
04. Related links 
 
http://www.campana.barber.net http://www.furious.com/Perfect/llorencbarber.html 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p6UXfGcgZok 
http://www.babab.com/no01/llorenc_barber.htm 
http://www.audio.art.pl/barber.html 
http://www.geocities.com/lopezcano/index.html 
http://www.msu.edu/~carillon/batmbook/ 
http://www.martinmdb.com/bells.html 
http://www.gcna.org/music.html 
http://www.probell.net/ 
http://www.eijsbouts.com/ 
http://www.campanasquintana.net/ 
http://www.carillon.org/ http://web.telia.com/~u57011259/Zengbells.htm 
http://www.castinbronze.com./history.php 
http://zvonarhome.orthodoxy.ru/mp3.php 
http://dailybell2008.blogspot.com/ 
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